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Estimation of Non-Market Value of Qeshm Hara Forest Using the Approach
Selection Modeling
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Abstract
The Hara forest, also known as the mangrove protected area, with an area of 200
square kilometers, is located in the Khoran Strait, between Qeshm Island and Khamir
Port in Hormozgan Province. These forests provide countless services to the
community in terms of ecology, economy and tourism, and are very important from
this perspective. The purpose of this article is to help policy makers and planners to
manage the forest efficiently and sustainably. For this purpose, using selection
modeling analysis, the value of qualitative benefits provided by this forest to the
community was estimated. For this purpose, the logit model with simple random
parameters and then the logit model with combined random parameters (with action
sentences) were used to estimate the heterogeneity in community preferences for
different forest characteristics. The results of this study show that people's
preferences are significantly heterogeneous. Also, in this study, the tendency of final
payment for non-market characteristics of mangrove forest including natural
landscape, ecological yield and biodiversity was estimated. Finally, the numbers
obtained for the willingness to make the final payment were generalized to the whole
community, resulting in the annual value of the qualitative benefits along with their
total value. These numbers for the annual and total value (capital) are equal to
321109 and 1.536.084 billion rials, respectively. The calculated existential value
shows that the community is willing to pay to protect this forest and there is a
potential to use the results of the present study as a baseline study to improve the
level of public awareness and witness a very high level of public participation in
conservation projects. It was from this forest. The obtained numbers can also be used
for economic-environmental evaluation of projects in and around this forest.
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1. Introduction
Qeshm Hara forests are of special importance as one of the most important biological
centers for migratory waterfowl and marine fish in southern Iran. There are currently
a variety of laws to protect natural habitats, all of which seek to prevent the
destruction of these areas. According to the author's research, no comprehensive
study on the economic valuation of hara forests is available, and studies have
generally focused on the tourism aspect of these forests. Also, the value of nonmarket interests of these forests has been neglected in most previous experimental
studies. The consequence of this will be a lack of sufficient information available to
policymakers, which in turn can lead to the implementation of incorrect policies and
inefficient management in the protection of these forests. The present study is also
methodologically different from previous studies. From the perspective of the choice
modeling method.

Figure 1: Spatial location of mangrove forest and research area

2. Purpose
In order to increase the accuracy of the results, two models were estimated separately
for the data type; A model for indirect users (first group) and a model for extracting
potential and non-existent or existential value (second group). Of course, in the stage
of generalizing the results of the second model to the whole society, potential and
non-existent (existential) values will be separated from each other. Using two
models for these two groups will lead to more accurate and reliable results (Montazer
Hojjat and Mansouri, 2020).
In order to improve the results, socio-economic characteristics of individuals
including age, distance from the place of residence to the forest, education and
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gender were used in the model. The introduction of socio-economic characteristics
increases the accuracy of the selected models (McConnell and Tsang, 2000, 325;
Rolf et al., 2000, 291; Kafashi et al., 2012, 155; Montazer Hojjat and Mansouri,
2020, 79).

3. Method
Choice modeling method has been used to extract the value of non-market benefits
of hara forests. In this way, people's preferences are modeled. In modeling people's
preferences, individual I desirability for the m (Uim) scenario is a function of forest
characteristics (Xn), conservation cost C, and socioeconomic characteristics of S
respondents (Newman and Swallow, 2012). Therefore, the individual utility function
is defined as follows:
U im = U ( X m , Cm , S i ) = V ( X m , Cm , S i ) +  im

(1)

Where Xn is the vector of n scenarios (N, Z and T); V(0) Is the non-random
component of utility and εim is the random component that reflects the difference
between the random utility Uim and the non-random component of Vim. Each
respondent compares the three scenarios (N, Z, and T) presented and selects the
scenario that maximizes utility.
The random parameter logit model (RPL), which is a generalization of the
polynomial logit model, is used in this study. Therefore, the stochastic utility
function (1) is modeled as follows:
U im =  x X m +  c C +  s S i

(2)

The coefficients of this model are estimated by the maximum likelihood method,
and if U (0) Is linear, the coefficients Xβ and cβ will show the final desirability of
the X and money properties, respectively.
Final payout ratio (MWTP) is obtained by dividing the coefficient of each feature
by the price coefficient as follows:
MWTP =  x /  c

(3)
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4. Findings
In order to increase the accuracy of the results, two models were estimated separately
for the data type; A model for indirect users (first group) and a model for extracting
potential and non-existent or existential value (second group). Of course, in the stage
of generalizing the results of the second model to the whole society, potential and
non-existent (existential) values will be separated from each other. Using two
models for these two groups will lead to more accurate and reliable results (Montazer
Hojjat and Mansouri, 2020).
In order to improve the results, socio-economic characteristics of individuals
including age, distance from the place of residence to the forest, education and
gender were used in the model. The introduction of socio-economic characteristics
increases the accuracy of the selected models (McConnell and Tsang, 2000, 325;
Rolf et al., 2000, 291; Kafashi et al., 2012, 155; Montazer Hojjat and Mansouri,
2020, 79).
Table 1 shows the results of estimating the RPL model in two simple modes with
action statements for direct and indirect users.

Table 1. Results of estimating a simple and actionable RPL model
Non-user (second group)
Action Model

users (first group)

Simple Model

Action Model

-0.00000534***
0.615***
0.668*
0.792**
0.497**
0.043**
-0.001*
-708.79

-0.0000682**
0.213
-0.221
0.489*
-744.157

-0.00001*
0.111**
0.413**
0.521**
0.231
0.721**
-0.602**
-602.48

Simple
Model
-0.000021
0.212
0.742
0.618*
-731.024

65.00***

27.27***

20.49**

60.57***

Forest
Characteristics
PRICE
A3
B3
C3
B3GEN
A3EDU
B3DIS
Log-likelihood
Likelihood ratio

Based on the results of Table (1), the tendency for final payment was derived from
dividing the coefficients of forest characteristics by the cost coefficient in the model
with action variables. The results are reported in Table (2).
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Table 2. Willingness to make the final payment (Rials per month)
Non-user (second group)
Indirect users (first group)
Characteristics
115168
125093
148314

A3
B3
C3

11100
41300
52100

Demonstrates a willingness to pay the final exchange between money and forest
property assuming other conditions are stable. In other words, it shows the final rate
of substitution between forest characteristics and the cost variable.
The population with unused forest services was divided into two groups living in
Hormozgan province and outside the province. The population of each category
along with the relevant calculations is presented in Table (3).

Table 3. Annual unused value of forest (Rials)
Outside the province
84
65.645.878
306100
306.393

Inside the
province
10
62.850
293

2.785

Percentage of people who do not intend to see the forest
Number of people who do not want to see the forest
Value of unused services in each category (billion Rials)
Annual Rial value of total unused services in terms of billion
Rials (existential value)
Annual dollar value of total unused services in billion
dollars

The annual value and total capital of the mangrove forest are presented in Table (4)
from the sum of the numbers obtained for indirect and potential use services along
with non-utilization services and the results.
Table 4. Value of total capital and annual value of benefits of Qeshm Hara forest (numbers in billion)
Money
سیمvalue
, اسکناس, ثروت,هRial
 سرمایvalue
,پول
USD

Yearly
USD value
Rial value

Services

0.444

48902

0.109

12079

2.242

246724

0.554

60941

Benefits of indirect
use
Potential benefits

11.27

1240458

2.875

306393

Unused benefits

13.956

1.536.084

2.919

321109

0.001

167

0.0003

34

Total for the whole
forest
Value per hectare

Considering that not all non-market benefits of mangrove forest are included in the
calculation of GDP of Hormozgan province, in order to calculate the share of these
benefits in GDP, first their annual value was added to the province's GDP and then
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the share of these benefits was calculated. The final number was calculated as
follows: 1536084÷123432662=0.00231

5. Conclusions and policy recommendations
Based on the results of this study, the economic value of the qualitative benefits of
mangrove forest was estimated at 1,536.084 billion Rials. The numbers obtained
from this study can be used as a basis for analyzing the cost-benefit of projects before
implementation in the area of these forests, as well as for obtaining rents or fines
from projects that have already been implemented in the area of this forest.
The share of hara forest in the province's GDP (0.00231) shows that despite the lack
of budget for the protection of this forest, it plays a significant role in the province's
economy. Naturally, by calculating the value of the market interests of this forest,
which are considered in the province's GDP, its share in the province's production
will increase, and as a result, the importance of this forest will be more clear to
policymakers and can be a starting point for allocating conservation budgets.
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